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Step 1: Items Needed:
   
Template       Balloon              Pop-up Water Bottle Top
CD                      Paint                   Colored construction paper
Ruler                 Paintbrush      Cardboard Tube
Glue Gun        Glue stick

Step 2: Glue the pop-up water bottle top over the hole in the center
of the CD. Ask an adult for help using the glue gun because it will be
hot.  Close the pop-up top firmly so no air escapes. Blow up a
balloon and secure its mouth over the pop-up top. This will prevent
any air escaping the balloon. 

Step 3:  Cut a 2.5 inch slit in the side of a cardboard tube with a pair
of scissors using a ruler to accurately measure the slit. 

 
Step 4:  Insert the  scissors at the end of the slit you've just made
and cut all the way around the tube. You should not have a small
cardboard tube cut through on one side. Set aside for later. 
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Step 5:  Make the sides of your speeder using the template and
place so they are mirror images of each other. 

Step 6: Paint your tube support. When it is dry, stick the sides of
your speeder on either side of the tube. Don't stick over the slit in
the tube support. 

Step 7: Once both sides of your speeder are stuck to the tube
support, open the tube and wrap it around the bottom of the
balloon, resting it on the CD. Take care with the speeders' sides. 

 
Step 5: Set your speeder on a smooth, flat surface. When you're
ready, reach inside the tube support and pull up the pop-up top so
air starts to escape from the balloon.  Give your speeder hovercraft
a gentle push and watch it glide on a cushion of air. Re-inflate the
balloon through the hole in the CD and try it again! 


